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Abstract8

Grid computing is nowadays an established technology in fields such as High
Energy Physics and Biomedicine, offering an alternative to traditional HPC for
several problems; however, it is still an emerging discipline for the climate com-
munity and only a few climate applications have been adapted to the Grid to
solve particular problems. In this paper we present an up-to-date description of
the advantages and limitations of the Grid for climate applications (in particular
global circulation models), analyzing the requirements and the new challenges
posed to the Grid. In particular, we focus on production-like problems such
as sensitivity analysis or ensemble prediction, where a single model is run sev-
eral times with different parameters, forcing and/or initial conditions. As an
illustrative example, we consider the Community Atmospheric Model (CAM)
and analyse the advantages and shortcomings of the Grid to perform a sensi-
tivity study of precipitation with SST perturbations in El Niño area, reporting
the results obtained with traditional (local cluster) and Grid infrastructures.
We conclude that new specific middleware (execution workflow managers) are
needed to meet the particular requirements of climate applications (long simu-
lations, check-pointing, etc.). This requires the side-by-side collaboration of IT
and climate groups to deploy fully ported applications, such as the CAM for
Grid (CAM4G) introduced in this paper.
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1. Introduction11

Earth Science (ES) applications —in particular weather and climate models—12

are among the most computer-power and storage demanding disciplines; thus,13

they are key users of High Performance Computing (HPC) infrastructures, fa-14

voring their continuous growth and improvement. For instance, ES-dedicated15

supercomputers such as the Earth Simulator (www.es.jamstec.go.jp) rank at16
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the top of the list of the world’s most powerful computers1. However, during the17

last two decades new computing paradigms have emerged, such as Grid com-18

puting [15] and volunteer computing [3]. They provide an alternative to HPC19

for different problems facilitating the access to high capacity production-quality20

computing infrastructures to small groups or institutions.21

Grid computing consists of a geographically distributed infrastructure gath-22

ering computer resources around the world in a transparent way [15]. Unlike23

volunteer computing projects, such as climate-prediction.net [2], where the ap-24

plications (a global climate model in this case) need to be simplified and most25

of the results thrown away to avoid the overloading of the volunteer hosts, the26

Grid allows running a full state-of-the-art model and store the regular output27

information. This is done through a software layer, referred to as middleware,28

which allows for the transparent use of the distributed computing and storage29

resources which are seen as a single infrastructure. Thus, the most complex30

tasks of the Grid (security, authentication, resource discovery and allocation,31

storage, job execution) are managed by the middleware built on top of the32

infrastructure providing a simple and transparent interface for users.33

In the last two decades, a number of computer-demanding applications in34

fields such as High Energy Physics (HEP) and Biomedicine have migrated to-35

wards Grid technologies as a complementary way to fulfil their increasing CPU36

power and storage requirements. Most of the problems and applications in these37

fields correspond to the so-called production tasks, where a single application38

is run many times with different parameters and/or input files. In those cases,39

parallel capabilities are used for the different realizations of a serial application,40

instead of the parallel execution of a single application. Many challenges have41

been achieved using Grid infrastructures to run production tasks; see, e.g. [23]42

in Biomedicine or the LHCb computing data challenge [30] in HEP. Although43

the Grid was initially though for both production and heavy parallel tasks,44

nowadays parallel execution is still dependent on the specific Grid infrastruc-45

ture. This makes the process of migrating a parallel application to the Grid46

harder than migrating a serial one.47

The ES Grid community, unlike the above mentioned fields, has been mainly48

concerned with data access and management. There are efforts aiming to de-49

velop Grid services for transparent discovery and access to heterogeneous data50

such as satellite data, model simulations or observations [see 9, and the docu-51

ments of the DEGREE project www.degree-eu.org]. However, less effort has52

been devoted to the deployment and execution of applications such as a global53

climate model either for parallel or production tasks. Note that although the54

main need of a climate science user would be the parallel execution of a climate55

model, modern problems that involve large amounts of independent simulations56

such as ensemble prediction [32] and sensitivity analysis experiments [29, 4]57

1The Earth Simulator ranked first of the world since its creation in 2002 until 2004. More-
over, computers at different national weather services can often be found at the top 10; see
www.top500.org
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correspond to production tasks appropriate to be deployed and run in Grid in-58

frastructures. These problems have received increasing attention in the last59

decades due to their connections with the study of uncertainties, such as those60

related to seasonal prediction or climate change and its impacts on the different61

socio-economic sectors [33].62

In this paper we give an up-to-date and user-oriented view of the Grid for the63

Climate community where the different applications have common needs. As an64

illustrative application, we describe an experiment with the popular Commu-65

nity Atmospheric Model [CAM; 8, 6] to test the sensitivity of the precipitation66

simulated in South America to sea surface temperature variations over areas67

affected by the El Niño phenomenon. As shown in Fernández-Quiruelas et al.68

[12], unlike other areas of research, the particular characteristics and require-69

ments of climate applications become a challenge for actual Grid middlewares,70

posing new problems to the Grid: long execution times, multiple jobs with71

complex interdependencies, huge input files, etc. These particular applications72

need to be managed in terms of ad hoc implementations of execution workflow73

frameworks, building on the available middleware. For instance, in this paper74

we describe CAM for Grid (CAM4G), a port of CAM to the Grid including75

an execution workflow implemented using existing middleware services to orga-76

nize and manage the execution of the climate model. This paper extends the77

capabilities of the prototype port of the CAM model to the Grid presented in78

[12] and provides a successful proof-of-concept experiment solving the problems79

which affected [12].80

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the Grid including81

its main components, different solutions and the most important infrastructures82

available. It is intended for a potential user from the climate community and83

only covers the most basic concepts from the user’s point of view. Section 384

provides an overview of both the benefits of the Grid for the climate community85

and the special requirements that a climate application poses on the existing86

Grid solutions. As an example, Section 4 describes CAM for Grid (CAM4G), a87

port of CAM to the Grid solving the special requirements of the climate model88

on the Grid. Finally, Section 5 presents a sample experiment using CAM4G to89

perform a sensitivity test consisting of 750 simulations successfully run on the90

Grid and summarises the statistics of the execution in the Grid environment91

compared to the execution on local resources.92

2. The Grid Technology93

Grid computing has recently emerged [15] as an alternative for flexible and94

secure access to heterogeneous and geographically distributed resources (com-95

puting clusters, storage units, etc.). Thus, for instance, in order to create a col-96

laborative virtual community, several institutions that collaborate in a project97

with different resources (a computing cluster, storage units or databases) could98

agree to share them, granting access to users from other institutions. The way99

of optimising these synergies could be the creation of a Grid infrastructure100

that aggregates all the resources allowing the users to transparently access to101
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a macro-system composed by all the processors and storage units of all the102

associated centres.103

The analogy for this infrastructure is the power grid, where users plug their104

equipment obtaining energy in a transparent form, regardless of where and how105

it is produced.106

This approach has several advantages for the users:107

• Users take advantage of resources not fully used. In some institutions,108

clusters are used just a few hours per day or during some months in the109

year. Sharing the resources among several institutions will improve the110

usage capacity of the system. Institutions that have access to Grid will111

not have to be sized on peak load but can cleverly share the burden.112

• Users are provided access to an enormous amount of storage space and113

computing resources difficult to reach by a single institution. This allows114

the research community to face new challenges that could not be achieved115

with traditional computing paradigms.116

• Accessing geographically distributed heterogeneous resources in a homo-117

geneous way make it easier for the user working with data or computing118

resources of other institutions. As we will see in section 2.1, Grid tech-119

nology provides security mechanisms that manage the access to shared120

resources. System administrators find Grid technology helpful because121

they can rely on its security mechanisms to grant access to users. On122

the other hand, users can discover and access a vast amount of data sets123

distributed in several locations as if they were stored on a single computer.124

2.1. Main components of the Grid125

In this paper we describe the Grid from a user’s point of view. Technical126

details about Grid can be found in Foster and Kesselman [15]. A typical user127

from ES is accustomed to local cluster environments, where all resources are128

homogeneous and access to them is done through a unique account. In a Grid129

environment, each resource has its own users and may have different policies and130

systems. In order to provide the users transparent access to these distributed131

resources, Grid technology uses some services called middleware, that aggregates132

heterogeneous resources and present them as a single homogeneous system.133

The most important part of Grid middleware are the core services, in charge134

of centralising the management of all the resources (see Figure 1). There are135

two basic services, authentication and authorisation (AUTH) and information136

(manages resource characteristics and status, INFO). These basic services are137

used by other core services in charge of centralising the access to each kind of138

resource or service (e.g. the data and execution services, labelled as DATA and139

EXEC, respectively, in Fig. 1). These resource-specific core services rely on140

the authentication and information services to make their decisions. In order141

to communicate with the core services some middleware has to be installed142

in the resources. Finally, some middleware user tools need to be installed in143
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the user interface, in order to access the Grid services and infrastructures (as144

schematically depicted in Figure 1).145

One of the main differences between working in Grid and in a traditional146

computing system is the authentication method. Grid users have a personal cer-147

tificate instead of the traditional user name and password. This aspect of Grid148

often constitutes the task most difficult to understand by a non-experimented149

user, but because of it, all processes developed within a Grid infrastructure are150

highly secured. Personal certificates are X509 certificates [41] signed by Certifi-151

cation Authorities (CA) that have previously checked that the user belongs to152

the institution he claims to be part of. This certificate is password protected to153

ensure that only the owner of the certificate can use it to access the resources.154

To avoid typing the password every time the user carries out a transaction, a155

time-limited proxy —which is a self-signed copy of the certificate [43]— is used156

automatically in all the transactions for a limited time period. This security157

infrastructure is known as Grid Security infrastructure [GSI; 16].158

Grid users are organised in so-called Virtual Organisations [VO; 17], where159

they register their certificates. A VO is just an entity that maintains a list160

with the certificates of all the users that belong to it along with their roles and161

groups. The VO is queried by the resources in order to determine if a user can162

access it or not. Usually, VO members share something in common (work in the163

same project, organisation or research topic) regardless their physical location.164

In large Grid infrastructures, where there are many VOs and institutions, not165

all the resources are shared among all the VOs (e.g. a meteorological center may166

only share its resources among the Earth Science VO). In several cases, such as167

when confidential data sets are shared, other VO features such as groups and168

roles may be used for fine-grained access to the resources.169

From the user’s point of view, the job submission to a Grid infrastructure170

works the same as in a local cluster or a supercomputer: the user fills a template171

with the job requirements and the executable to be run and submits the job172

to a queue using the middleware user tools. The storage and access to data173

is done through a virtual file system which maintains a relationship between174

the logical names in a virtual structure and the sites where the data are stored175

(multiple copies). This way, the data is replicated and distributed through176

the different sites and the Grid middleware selects the particular copy to be177

used for a particular execution according to, for instance, proximity to the178

execution node. Furthermore, to avoid data loss and to improve efficiency, the179

virtual filesystem can automatically manage replicas of the files. The user can180

transfer/download files to/from the Grid though GridFTP, a new protocol based181

on FTP [34] and GSI [1] for the Grid.182

The technical requirements to take advantage of a Grid infrastructure depend183

on the level of involvement. There are at least 3 levels of involvement in a Grid184

infrastructure:185

1. The minimum requirement for a new user to start using a Grid infrastruc-186

ture is to have a personal certificate and join a VO. If the infrastructure187

provides (traditional) access to a user interface (a machine with the user188
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the Grid. There are 3 main layers: resources, core
services and user environment. All of them make use of a given middleware in order to
communicate with the others (see Section 2.1).
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middleware installed) this would be enough to start using the infrastruc-189

ture. Otherwise, the user must install the user middleware and configure190

it to use this infrastructure (see Fig. 1, top).191

2. If an institution wanted to share their resources in the Grid infrastructure,192

they would have to install the resource middleware in their resources and193

configure them to interact with the core services of the infrastructure (see194

Fig. 1, bottom).195

3. If the institution wanted to create a new Grid infrastructure (e.g. joining196

all the resources from all the departments), in addition to installing the197

user and resource middleware, they would have to install the core services198

in charge of giving transparent access to the resources (see Fig. 1, middle).199

New users interested in using Grid resources may start by contacting the200

national Grid initiative of their respective countries.201

2.2. Middleware implementations202

Nowadays, there are several Grid middleware implementations that provide203

seamless access to distributed resources.204

The first Grid middleware, Globus Toolkit [www.globus.org; 14], was de-205

veloped in the 90’s in the United States and it is currently one of the most206

used implementations among the academia and industry. A middleware based207

on Globus Toolkit, gLite (glite.web.cern.ch), was created under the scope of208

the EGEE project in Europe (Enabling Grids for E-sciencE, www.eu-egee.eu).209

It is the middleware used in most of the European Grid initiatives. The appli-210

cation workflow presented in this study has been deployed using gLite.211

gLite defines middleware packages or roles for each service. It provides 4212

different roles for the core services. The Berkeley Database Information Index213

(BDII) is the information core service, Virtual Organizations Management sys-214

tem (VOMS) is the authorization service and the Large Hadron Collider Grid215

File Catalog (LFC) and Workload Management System (WMS) are the data216

and execution core services respectively. The users interact with them through217

a computer where the User Interface (UI) role has been installed. Users can218

install their own UI (usually UIs can be downloaded as a virtual machine) or219

access the UI of the infrastructure. Each institution can join its computing220

cluster to a Grid infrastructure by installing the Computing Element (CE) and221

Worker Node (WN) roles in the head (the single point of management and job222

scheduling for the cluster) and computing nodes of their cluster respectively.223

Note that in order to ensure an easy installation and configuration, gLite only224

supports certain platforms and Operating Systems for each role. Currently, the225

WN middleware can only be installed on x86 64 computing nodes with the Sci-226

entific Linux 5 or Debian 4. In order to interface with the local storage system227

the Storage Element (SE) role can be used.228

There are many other special-purpose middleware implementations, such as229

UNICORE (www.unicore.eu), which was initially developed to join German230

supercomputing centres.231
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2.3. Grid infrastructures232

Although Grid middleware can be used in several scenarios to join different233

resources (in some cases just 2 or 3), in this paper we focus on large hetero-234

geneous Grid infrastructures that join several institutions geographically dis-235

tributed.236

The largest Grid infrastructure in the world is the one created under the237

European project Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EGEE, www.eu-egee.eu). It238

started in 2004 with the goal of aggregating as many as possible computing and239

storage resources from different organisations in order to face the challenge of240

storing and analysing the data produced by the CERN’s Large Hadron Collider241

(LHC). Nowadays, it aggregates 150.000 processors and 41 PB of storage dis-242

tributed in 260 sites all over the world using the gLite middleware. The use243

of the EGEE infrastructure is not only limited to the HEP community. Today,244

there are thousands of users distributed in more than 200 VOs that comprise245

several disciplines (Biomedicine, Earth Sciences, Astrophysics, etc ...).246

As EGEE, other EU-funded projects have aggregated European resources247

within Latin America (EELA projects, www.eu-eela.eu), Asia (EUAsiaGrid248

project, www.euasiagrid.org), South Eastern Europe (SEE-Grid, www.see-grid.249

org), etc.250

Apart from EGEE, that joins commodity data and execution resources, there251

are other large infrastructures more focused on joining supercomputing centres.252

For instance, DEISA (Distributed European Infrastructure for Supercomputing253

Applications, www.deisa.eu) puts together 11 of the most important super-254

computing centers in Europe using the UNICORE middleware. As DEISA,255

TeraGrid [www.teragrid.org; 5] interconnects 11 American institutions using256

high performance networks and has, nowadays, a computing capacity over 1257

PetaFlop and 30 PB of storage.258

With respect to the climate science community the most representative in-259

frastructure has been the Earth System Grid [ESG 44]. ESG is focused on260

facilitating the access to more data for climate scientists. This data comprise261

more than 200TB of climate data and is distributed to more than 10000 users262

registered in the ESG portal.263

3. Grid for the Climate Modeling Community264

Climate science community already benefits from technologies like the Web265

and is starting to benefit from the Grid to manage the increasing amount of266

data produced. For instance, Web services were rapidly adopted and nowadays267

provide data from many international climate initiatives. Successful examples268

are ESA G-POD [18] and ESG [44], earthsystemgrid.org). Renard et al. [37]269

and Cossu et al. [9] offer recent reviews mainly focused on data. However, the270

use of Grid infrastructures to perform large experiments that make intensive use271

of the computer power is in a more incipient status. Only a few efforts have been272

reported to adopt the Grid technology to execute applications [26, 28, 39]. An273

updated overview of this problem has been analysed in the DEGREE project274
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(Dissemination and Exploitation of GRids in Earth sciencE, www.eu-degree.275

eu).276

The computer power and storage provided by a huge Grid infrastructure such277

as EGEE allows the climate science community to face new challenges. This is278

particularly important for emerging countries (e.g. in South America and Asia)279

which could easily use the existing Grid infrastructures, such as those of EELA280

(www.eu-eela.eu) and EUAsiaGrid (www.euasiagrid.org). Moreover, due to281

the complexity of the climate model applications there is an inherent difficulty282

of migrating these applications to other computing infrastructure. One benefit283

of Grid technology is that once an application has been migrated to a Grid284

infrastructure, the user will find very easy running it in every computing element285

of this Grid infrastructure or the new ones joining in the future.286

However, further research is necessary in order to adopt the applications287

from the climate modelling community due to their high productivity and high288

performance requirements. The specific characteristics and requirements of cli-289

mate modelling applications pose new challenges to the Grid. Today, the exist-290

ing Grid middleware does not meet many of the requirements climate models291

demand to properly run in Grid infrastructures. To overcome this situation,292

particular ad hoc solutions are developed to adapt each experiment to run in293

Grid [39, 11].294

Considering that most climate models face the same problems to run in295

Grid, the development of a generic framework that meets these requirements296

would be desirable. With this aim, Fernández-Quiruelas et al. [12] devised a297

first prototype of the framework and performed some experiments using the298

CAM model. This helped us to detect the weaknesses of our prototype and299

to establish the requirements the framework had to fit. The following Section300

summarises these requirements.301

3.1. Requirements for climate modeling302

One of the main issues of the Grid is the heterogeneity of computing re-303

sources, which may be a critical fact in order to properly run long executions304

managing large amounts of memory and data [see, e.g. 12]. Moreover, most305

clusters in the Grid have limitations regarding: CPU time (the processor time306

spent, not counting the time waiting for input/out operations or for the avail-307

ability of resources), wall time (the real time spent running in the queue), disk308

usage, memory usage, etc. These limitations may force the premature end of309

a job. Furthermore, it is also common to find missconfigured resources, due to310

the large number of sites and administrators involved. Regarding data transfer,311

when sites are scattered all over the world, network bandwidth becomes critical.312

Some typical applications from disciplines such as bio-medicine or HEP are313

short-time simulations that do not manage large datasets nor need a huge314

amount of memory or disk space to be run. Thus, if a simulation fails, it is315

sent again to the infrastructure with minimum impact on the whole experi-316

ment. By contrast, ES applications usually require running complex models317

during days, consuming a lot of memory and generating large amounts of data.318

If these simulations were sent directly to the Grid, it may happen that none319
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of them finished due to the limitations explained before (memory, CPU, disk320

limits). Moreover, climate models highly interact with data resources requiring321

the data sets to be intelligently replicated; otherwise, models may expend more322

time downloading and uploading data than running. This is why it is necessary323

to do some changes in the workflow of the applications in order to adapt them324

to overcome these limitations.325

The most important requirements for a successful climate Grid application326

are [12]:327

• Failure awareness: The application has to foresee all the possible sources328

of failure (including wall time and CPU time limitations) being able to329

face them or at least detect them and act in consequence.330

• Checkpointing for restart: In case of failure, due to the computational331

cost of climate applications, one would want to restart the simulation in332

a different working site from the point it was interrupted (or as close as333

possible). This is done by writing intermediate recovery files to disk at a334

given frequency.335

• Monitoring: Since climate simulations last for a long time, the user re-336

quires to know the current status of the experiment and their associated337

simulations: which percentage of the experiment is complete, whether338

there are simulations running, which time step is being calculated by a339

simulation, which data sets have been produced and in which storage ele-340

ments are they, which is the last checkpointing/restarting point, etc.341

• Data and Metadata storage: The goal of the climate model experiments342

is the generation of (large amounts of) simulated climatic information.343

This information needs to be post-processed and analysed by the different344

tools used by the climate researcher. Therefore, the data has to be easily345

accessed by users. A data and metadata management system has to be346

developed to handle all the information generated.347

The above requirements made necessary the development of a goal-oriented348

workflow manager in order to run the experiments with a minimum of human349

intervention.350

As mentioned, the current Grid middleware does not fulfill these require-351

ments. Therefore, the development of a new framework is necessary to use the352

current Grid resources and infrastructures by climate modeling applications.353

This framework has to address all the previous requirements which, at the same354

time, must be transparent and easy to use for the end user (usually not a Grid355

expert). With these ideas in mind, the CAM4G application has been devel-356

oped, which is a Grid workflow management layer for the climate simulation357

with CAM. CAM4G is described next as an illustrative example of how a state-358

of-the-art climate application has been ported to the Grid.359
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4. CAM for Grid: CAM4G360

The Community Atmospheric Model [CAM; 8, 6] is the atmospheric com-361

ponent of the Community Climate System Model [CCSM; 7], which is a cou-362

pled atmosphere-ocean global climate model (AOGCM). CCSM3 is a state-363

of-the-art climate model developed at the National Center for Atmospheric364

Research (NCAR) of the U.S. and used e.g. to simulate future scenarios in365

the latest (4th) assessment report of the Intergobernmental Panel of Climate366

Change [IPCC; 35]. We deal only with the atmospheric component (CAM3)367

coupled with the land surface model (CLM3). A relatively coarse T42 (ap-368

prox. 2.8◦×2.8◦) resolution is used in order to simulate our experiment in a369

reasonable time and to be able to use the largest amount of grid resources.370

The CAM3 model is open-source, it is coded in Fortran and is available from371

http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/atm-cam.372

Fernández-Quiruelas et al. [12] (hereafter referred to as FQ09) presented an373

initial prototype of a framework to run the CAM model on a Grid environment.374

In this first attempt, the gLite middleware was used to build the framework.375

The data management was controlled by the LFC server, and the monitoring376

system was handled by AMGA (gLite Grid Metadata Catalogue). With this377

prototype FQ09 discovered that the implementation had a bottleneck in the378

data management and that the monitoring system had to be improved.379

CAM4G is a new implementation of CAM for Grid, improving the FQ09 ex-380

ecution workflow by adding new data management and monitoring capabilities,381

as described in this section.382

From the user’s point of view, CAM4G has 3 hierarchical components: (1)383

The experiment to be carried out with the model, designed to answer some384

scientific question, usually by means of an ensemble of (2) realizations, that will385

be carried out in a single or, most probably, several (3) Grid jobs. The term386

realization refers to the independent pieces an experiment can be divided into.387

A Grid job cannot be related one to one with a realization since realizations388

cannot be guaranteed to finish in a single job. In general, a realization requires389

several Grid jobs to be completed, each one restarted from the previous one.390

Thus, from the point of view of the workflow, the realizations are independent391

tasks to be carried out on the Grid and the jobs spanning a realization are392

dependent tasks.393

In order to submit an experiment with CAM4G, the user only has to fill the394

experiment details in a configuration file, prepare the input data and submit the395

experiment to the Grid using the CAM4G user tools or the web portal. During396

the execution of the experiment, the user can check the status of the realizations397

conforming the experiment and access the output data while they are produced398

by the running jobs. Failing jobs are restarted in an unattended way until each399

realization is completed. To achieve this transparency for the user, a complex400

execution framework has been designed. This framework has been built from401

scratch by adapting well-known Grid services to our needs and creating new402

modules for the tasks that the existing middleware could not manage (see Figure403

2). In order to provide the monitoring capability, we retrieved all the events in404
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the workflow and consolidated them in a self-developed monitoring system based405

on MySQL (the database system used by FQ09 did not fulfill our requirements [406

IOJO: porque? ] ). Regarding the new data management in CAM4G, after407

analysing the middleware solutions provided by gLite, we decided to create a408

replica service with the aim of optimising the data transfers (using a system that409

finds the nearest replica of a file). The job execution is managed by GridWay410

[21], a flexible job meta-scheduler.411

The monitoring system is fed with the information retrieved by two monitors412

(execution and data) that are started with the job in the computing node.413

Apart from giving the realization status to the monitoring system, the execution414

monitor interacts with GridWay to overcome all the possible job failures and415

reschedule the jobs. The data monitor detects when new output or restart data416

are created and uploads it using the replica service.417

The framework presented here has been applied to other models such as the418

Weather Research and Forecasting limited area atmospheric model [WRF4G;419

13]. Although CAM4G provides a precompiled serial version of CAM3, thanks420

to this framework, users could run their own compiled code in the Grid. It is421

important to note that although there are some production experiments using422

this framework, currently, it is just a prototype. At the moment, CAM4G has423

been tested in Globus and gLite infrastructures, and it supports x86 and x86 64424

systems running Linux (tested on Scientific Linux, CentOS, RedHat and De-425

bian). Further efforts are being made in order to adapt the framework to other426

arquitectures and operating systems. As soon as CAM4G is fully documented,427

it will be launched under an open-source license. All the components of the428

framework, including the model itself, are open-source.429

Figure 2 shows an schematic illustration of the CAM4G components, using430

the Grid representation shown in Fig. 1. The top of the figure shows the web431

environment from where the user can submit and monitor the realizations and432

manage the data. In order to carry out these tasks, the user’s web environment433

make use of the CAM4G core services (see the middle part of the figure): The434

job execution workflow is managed by Gridway, the data by the replica service435

and the job status is retrieved from the monitoring service. For instance, in436

the example, the user has submitted an experiment composed by 3 realizations437

that have been scheduled and sent by Gridway to 3 worker nodes in 2 different438

sites (each site shares a cluster with one or more worker nodes). The bottom of439

the figure shows how the jobs run in the computing resources (WN001, WN002,440

...) wrapped by the data and execution monitors. These monitors transfer441

the relevant information to the monitoring core service, upload the output and442

restart data produced by the job and interact with Gridway to overcome the443

possible job failures. If a job fails in a computing node, the execution monitor444

will detect it and will notify Gridway and the monitoring service. Then, Gridway445

will send the job to another site and download the data for restarting the job446

from the nearest replica.447
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5. An Illustrative Experiment with CAM4G448

In order to illustrate the performance of state-of-the-art Grid computing for449

the climate community, in this section we present the results obtained using the450

EGEE Grid infrastructure (Section 2.3) to run a sensitivity experiment involving451

the execution of 750 19-month simulations of the CAM model (T42 resolution)452

with varying prescribed sea ice and sea surface temperature (SST). The goal is453

to analyze the effect of El Niño SST forcing in the accumulated precipitation.454

The El Niño phenomenon consists of an anomalous heating of the eastern pa-455

cific ocean, which has an associated atmospheric circulation counterpart known456

as the Southern Oscillation (both oceanic and atmospheric components are re-457

ferred to as El Niño/Southern Oscillation or ENSO). ENSO events occur every458

2 to 7 years and affect the global circulation, changing e.g. the rainfall patterns459

in distant regions. This phenomenon has huge social impact since it is related460

to flood and drought events in different regions (e.g. in several south Amer-461

ican countries). CAM3 has already been used in previous works to study El462

Niño responses with the same T42 resolution uncoupled version [24] and also463

comparing different resolutions [45] or the coupled and uncoupled versions [20].464

5.1. Description of the experiment465

As a first step, we computed an El Niño SST perturbation pattern using466

the mean SST anomaly in the tropical Pacific ocean given by the two strongest467

events recorded (1982 and 1997), with respect to the long term SST climatol-468

ogy. This SST pattern was scaled by its maximum grid value (2.5K). The469

resulting normalised anomalous SST pattern (hereafter NAS pattern, Figure 3)470

was applied to generate perturbed SST fields that were used as boundary con-471

ditions in our CAM4G ensemble. For instance, if the NAS pattern is multiplied472

by -2.5 and added to the observed SST, the El Niño anomalous signal will be473

removed. If it is multiplied by a negative scaling parameter −2.5 < sn < 0, the474

El Niño signal will be weakened. Values above zero intensify the SST anomaly475

producing record-breaking ENSO events. We generated 750 perturbed SST dis-476

tributions by randomly selecting scaling parameters sn in the range [−2.5, 2.5]477

from a uniform distribution:478

SSTn(t, x) = SSTobs(t, x) + snNAS(x), n = 1 . . . 750.

That is, we are sampling SST distributions from normal conditions (sn ≈ −2.5)479

to an ENSO-like SST anomaly around twice as strong as that observed in 1997-480

98 (sn ≈ 2.5). The large number of simulations allows a quantification of the481

internal variability of the model (sensitivity to small variations in the boundary482

conditions) as a reference for the changes observed as the SST changes. We483

focused on the eastern tropical pacific, where most of the circulation variability484

can be explained by the SST variability in AMIP-type simulations [25].485

The atmospheric and soil initial conditions for all the ensemble realizations486

were the same. They were obtained from a previous model run which started487

from climatological conditions on 1st January 1990, and was forced by the ob-488

served SST and sea ice for one decade, in order to properly spinup the soil489
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Figure 3: Terrain elevation as seen by the CAM model (over land) and the normalised anoma-
lous SST (NAS) pattern used to perturb the SST (over sea). The insets show the sensitivity
of precipitation to the SST perturbation at different grid points.
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Figure 4: (a) Mean observed precipitation (mm/day) from January through April 1998 ac-
cording to TRMM data vs. (b) CAM simulated precipitation for a realization with s=0
(unperturbed simulation). The scale is square-root, to appreciate low precipitation areas.
Panels A-D show scatter plots of the precipitation vs. the perturbation for the four different
grid points shown in the figure.

component [AMIP-type simulation, 19]. The resulting SST-assimilated atmo-490

spheric and soil state on January 1st, 1997 was used as initial condition in our491

experiment. The simulations run for the 19-month period, up to July 1998.492

This period includes one of the strongest El Niño events observed to date [27].493

As a sample analysis we focused only on precipitation averaged from Jan-494

uary through April, when the largest precipitation in coastal Peru occurred [40].495

This region is specially sensitive to ENSO events, carrying floods to places where496

usually there is few or no rainfall [42]. Figures 4a and 4b compare the observed497

precipitation according to TRMM [36] data with the precipitation simulated by498

the model when the SST is as observed (not perturbed). CAM simulations un-499

derestimate the observed mean precipitation in the period considered. Although500

the main precipitation pattern is well reproduced, there are several deviations.501

The tropical rainbelt associated to the ITCZ appears in the simulation split into502

two. This is a recurrent problem in coupled and uncoupled GCMs [46, 10, 22]503

which is not related to their execution on the Grid. Also, the precipitation504

maximum north of Paraguay was not reproduced in the simulations.505

In order to analyze the changes produced by the intensity of the SST ENSO506

perturbation (sn) on the simulated precipitation in this region, we chose four507
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illustrative locations (labeled as A, B, C and D in Figure 4b). For each of these508

grid points we considered the ensemble of 750 simulations performed using the509

Grid and displayed the scatter plots showing the precipitation value vs. the510

perturbation (see Figures 4A-D). These figures exhibit a linear trend in most511

of the cases, although there are also some nonlinear responses (see Panel A).512

Therefore, in order to test the sensitivity of the results we did not consider the513

slope of the corresponding fitted regression line, but the Spearman correlation514

coefficient, as shown in Fig. 5 for the global domain. Thus, positive values indi-515

cate increasing precipitations with higher perturbations, whereas the negative516

values indicate decreasing trends. This figure shows a complex sensitivity pat-517

tern with highly correlated regions (both negative and positive; see the scatter518

plots) as well as intermediate positive ones particularly in midlatitudes. The519

highest responses are mainly located over the region where we added the SST520

perturbation. However, there is also a significant response over southwestern521

Africa; this ENSO sensitivity over Africa was documented long ago [38], and522

has been related to SST variations over the Atlantic and western Indian ocean523

[31]. In the model, this sensitivity appears even though only the eastern pacific524

SST was modified.525

Fig. 5 also shows the scatterplots of precipitation change vs. the perturba-526

tion intensity for those grid points with largest positive (panels E and F) and527

negative (G and H) correlation values. From this figure it can be clearly shown528

the existence of nonlinear responses (panel F). Further analysis is needed for a529

detailed comprehension of this pattern, but this work is out of the scope of this530

paper.531

The internal variability of the model due to small variations of the SST532

is related to the thickness of the scatterplots. A measure of this thickness533

was obtained both globally, by removing the linear trend at each grid point534

and computing the standard deviation, and locally, computing the standard535

deviation of those points in a window of ±0.1K around the zero perturbation536

value (s = 0), obtaining similar results. Figure 6 shows the variability obtained537

with the later approach. Again, three scatterplots with the grid points with538

largest variabilities are also shown. Note that the variability is not directly539

related to the precipitation intensity. For instance, Figures 6 J-L correspond540

to grid points with very different precipitation amounts, but exhibiting similar541

variability.542

Therefore, Figures 5 and 6 provide different sensitivity information about543

the relationship of precipitation amount and SST perturbation intensity. The544

former provides an estimation of the increasing or decreasing trends associated545

with large perturbation values (±2.5K), whereas the later provides information546

about the variability of the result for a small perturbation (±0.1K). Note that547

a high number of simulations (750 in this example) is required to appropriately548

estimate both quantities. In a previous attempt [12], the number of successful549

simulations were not enough to distinguish the signal of the response to the550

SST perturbation from the noisy internal variability. This stresses the need for551

a large number of simulations and the benefits of Grid computing for this kind552

of experiments.553
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Figure 5: Spearman correlation between January–April mean precipitation (mm/day) and the
perturbation intensity (K) for each model grid point (see text). The scatterplots correspond
to the 750 simulated values for five illustrative locations shown in the map.
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Figure 6: Internal model variability, obtained as the standard deviation of the points in a
window of ±0.1K around the zero perturbation value (s = 0).
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5.2. Job execution statistics554

The above example consisting of 750 realizations was run on the EGEE Grid555

infrastructure (Section 2.3). The serial version of CAM was used to perform556

this experiment (each realization only required one core to execute). In order557

to compare the efficiency of the Grid with traditional computing resources, we558

run a realization using one core of our local cluster (16 nodes with 2 Intel Xeon559

E5410 CPUs –totalling 128 cores– and 8GB of memory). This realization took560

44 hours to complete and, thus, if we would have send the 750 realization to our561

cluster, the whole experiment would have taken all of our computing resources562

for 11 days.563

A pre-screening of the available sites was done to meet the requirements of564

the experiment. Each realization runs for about 44 hours and requires around565

200MB of input data. Sites with short job wall time should be avoided since, in566

that case, most of the time would be spent by the download of the input data567

and resubmitting the jobs instead of running. We established a requirement on568

the wall time to be over 12 hours. Given the large amount of input data, we569

selected sites with large bandwidth and, among those, we chose the 9 sites with570

the faster cores.571

Once the sites were chosen, the input data were replicated in 6 European572

sites. In this way, the network load would be distributed when the 750 realiza-573

tions started to run. One of the main advantages of the CAM4G framework574

is that it is prepared to locate the nearest replica from a given location. This575

feature is very useful also when the output data and restart files are uploaded576

to the storage elements.577

The 750 realizations were submitted at the same time. As shown in Figure 7,578

in half an hour the first 400 jobs had started to run (i.e. the input files were579

already downloaded) in the computing nodes. The rest of the jobs started to580

run as resources were available. Some of them were queued for some time in581

the clusters and others spent a long time to download the input files. After 6582

hours, all the 750 jobs were running.583

The first set of realizations finished in 42 hours. Each of the realizations584

that finished before 48 hours was run in a single job (the realization did not585

need to be restarted and ran in a single attempt). This implies that the sites586

where they were running had a wall time larger than 42 hours and no problem587

was found during the execution. The rest of the realizations had to be restarted588

at least once and spanned at least 2 Grid jobs. In these cases, the realization589

started to run, and before finishing, the job failed (usually the wall time limit590

had been exceeded). Then, the framework detected it and submitted another591

job that continued the simulation from the last restart point stored by the failed592

job. In the worst case, a realization required 6 jobs to complete, but most of the593

realizations spanned less than 4 jobs (Figure 8a). The realizations took between594

40 and 85 hours to complete (Figure 8b). The computing time differences among595

realizations were due to several factors including the CPU speed, queue wall596

time (increases the number of restarts required), errors during the execution597

and bandwidth differences.598
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Figure 7: Number of jobs running at a given time (in hours from the experiment submission).
The inset shows a zoom of the initial 7 hours.

The experiment was finished in 3.5 days and all the 750 realizations were599

successfully completed.600

6. Conclusions601

In this article, a wide and general introduction to Grid computing is pre-602

sented having in mind a climate science researcher used to work with local603

clusters. Thus, we focus on those aspects which are different when using the604

Grid than when using a local cluster (e.g. login, transferring data, submit-605

ting jobs, etc.). For this purpose, the three main layers of the Grid (user, core606

services and resources) have been presented and the new protocols of security607

and authentication services to access a Grid infrastructure have been described608

(certificates, virtual organizations, etc.). It has also been introduced the new609

concept of middleware, which provides services for a transparent and clear ac-610

cess to the heterogeneity of resources of a Grid, and GridFTP, as a protocol to611

distribute and access data in the Grid.612

Moreover, it has also been described the existing state-of-the-art Grid infras-613

tructures (such as the European EGEE initiative, with more than 10000 CPUs614

from 50 different sites) and the different ways to aggregate them through Virtual615

Organizations (VOs). A review of the work done within the climate community616

(included in the Earth Science VO) has been done, pointing out that most of the617

attention has been focused on data management. Thus, further work is needed618

to deploy and run climate applications (such as climate models), which is still619

a challenge for actual Grid infrastructures.620

This paper has focused on this problem, analysing the main requirements621

of climate applications (failure awareness, checkpointing for restart, monitoring622

and data and metadata management, etc.). As a result of this analysis it was623
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Figure 8: (a) Number of jobs required by each realization to complete. (b) Histogram of the
time (in hours) required by each realization to complete.

concluded that new middleware components (execution workflow managers) are624

needed to cope with the particular requirements of these applications to run625

efficiently on the Grid. For instance, as an illustrative example, we described626

a new Grid execution workflow for the Community Atmospheric Model (CAM)627

wrapping the model and allowing to restart interrupted jobs, to manage the data628

and to monitor the running experiments. Moreover, in order to demonstrate629

the performance of this Grid-deployed model, a real computing challenge of a630

climate research experiment has been designed. The experiment consisted in631

a sensitivity analysis of global precipitation to perturbations in the sea surface632

temperature (SST) in the Niño region, considering a total of 750 perturbed633

simulations (realizations). Results show that precipitation sensitivity is higher634

in the areas where SST was modified. However, world-wide teleconnections of El635

Niño signal are found, since some sensitivity is also found in some other places636

like in West Equatorial Africa. It is also illustrated that precipitation shows637

both linear and nonlinear responses to the strength of the Niño signal.638

To quantify the benefits of Grid computing, statistics of Grid execution of639

the experiment are given and compared to the computational cost on a local640

cluster. It was shown how the 11 days required to finish the experiment (all 750641

simulations) in the authors’ cluster is reduced just to 3.5 days in the Grid. At642

the same time, statistics of the different realizations are also shown describing643

that in general individual realizations require about 2 or 3 Grid jobs to be644

finished, consuming an average of 50 hours, a 114% of the 44 hours spent in645

the local cluster. As an example of the technical realism of our experiment,646

in a study published last year, Jin and Kirtman [24] performed with this same647

model and resolution, four 72-year simulations totalling 288 simulated years.648

Our simulations, carried out in less than 4 days in the Grid, are the equivalent649

of 1187 simulated years (750×19 months).650

For the sake of illustration and fast deployment, we ported only the atmo-651

spheric and land components of an state-of-the-art coupled GCM. The experi-652
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ment was designed to finish in a reasonable time by choosing a relatively coarse653

resolution. The state-of-the-art resolution of a GCM varies wildly with the par-654

ticular experiment to be carried out. For example, for century-long simulations655

in the last IPCC assessment report, they used this model with T85 resolution.656

This is twice the resolution used in our experiment (i.e 4 times more memory657

demand and 8 times slower). Moreover, the model was coupled to the ocean658

component and ran for a 100-times-larger period. Such an application would659

necessarily need to take advantage of the parallel capabilities of the resources660

contributed to the Grid. We also tested successfully the parallel execution in661

the Grid, but it restricts the number of usable sites and requires a more specific662

treatment for each site, unlike the serial execution example shown in this work.663

Due to the complexity and high demanding computational resources of cli-664

mate modeling, Grid infrastructures have some aspects that should be improved665

in order to be completely useful for the climate modeling community. Some of666

these lacks have been found during the development and use of the CAM4G667

middleware presented in this paper. The main issues are related to data storage668

and access. Climate models need a large amount of data in order to be run and669

at the same time, produce a large amount of data. That fact reduces the Grid670

resources where a climate application such as CAM can be used. An improve-671

ment on bandwidth on Grid infrastructure would be desired. At the same time672

fast and stable management and replication of the data is also needed. Finally,673

an effort to allow parallel execution on Grid infrastructures should also be done,674

allowing the design of more high demanding experiments, in terms of memory675

and CPU resources, than the one presented in this article.676
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